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Exam ECON 4240 Equilibrium, Welfare and Information, Spring 2016 -

POSTPONED

Total: 80 points.

Part 1 (20 points)

To start a project, an entrepreneur needs an initial investment of size b. The return V on the

project is stochastic: V in the bad state, and V in the good state, with V > V > 0. The

probability of the good state depends on the e�ort e ∈ {0, 1} exerted by the entrepreneur:

Pr(V = V |e = 0) = p0 < Pr(V = V |e = 1) = p1.

The utility cost of e�ort to the entrepreneur is φe, where φ > 0.

The entrepreneur can �nance the investment only by borrowing from a lender. In exchange for

the loan, the entrepreneur must pay back t to the lender after V is realized. The payment t can

be made contingent only on commonly observable variables. Expected utilities of entrepreneur

and lender are as follows:

Ulender =E[t]− b

Uentrepreneur =E[u(V − t)]− φe

where u′ > 0, and u′′ ≤ 0.

The timing is as follows: 1) the lender o�ers a contract to the entrepreneur; 2) the entrepreneur

accepts the contract or rejects it; 3) if the entrepreneur has accepted the contract, he chooses

e�ort; 4) the contract is executed. The outside option of the entrepreneur is normalized to 0.

The entrepreneur is NOT subject to limited liability, unless otherwise explicitly stated.

Question 1.1 (6 points)

Assume that the lender can observe the e�ort exerted by the entrepreneur, and u′′ < 0.

a) Is it always optimal for the lender to induce the entrepreneur to exert high e�ort, i.e. e = 1?

Justify your answer.

b) Derive the ex-ante expected utility of the entrepreneur under the optimal contract.

Question 1.2 (14 points)

Assume that the lender CANNOT observe the entrepreneur's e�ort, and u(V − t) = V − t.
a) Derive the optimal contract.

b) Check whether it is optimal for the lender to induce the entrepreneur to exert e�ort e = 1.

c) Derive the ex-ante expected utility of the entrepreneur. Is it di�erent from the ex-ante ex-

pected utility derived in Q 1.1? Why?
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d) Would a lender ever o�er the same contract derived in point a) of this question to a en-

trepreneur subject to limited liability? Why?

Part 2 (20 points)

An entrepreneur borrows capital b from a lender, who has access to funds at the exogenous

rate R. In exchange for the loan, the entrepreneur gives back a transfer f to the lender, after

production has taken place. The production function of the entrepreneur is:

Y (b) = α
b1−σ

1− σ
where 0 < σ < 1 and the productivity parameter α > 0. Both lender and entrepreneur are

pro�t-maximizing, and their pro�t functions are, respectively:

V =f −Rb

U =Y − f

The timing is as follows: 1) the lender o�ers a contract to the entrepreneur; 2) the entrepreneur

accepts the contract or rejects it; 3) the contract (if signed at 2)) is executed. The outside

option of the entrepreneur is normalized to 0.

The productivity of the entrepreneur α is a random variable:

α =

α, with probability p

α, with probability 1− p.

where ∆α = α− α > 0 and α > R.

Question 2.1 (4 points)

Does U satisfy the single-crossing condition (or Spence-Mirlees condition)? Motivate your an-

swer with math, or words or graphically.

Question 2.2 (10 points)

Assume α is observable only by the entrepreneur. Write all the constraints of the lender's max-

imization problem. Which ones are binding and which are not? Justify your answers in words

or math.

Question 2.3 (6 points)

How much is the information rent of an entrepreneur with productivity α? Is it higher or lower

than the information rent of an entrepreneur with productivity α? Motivate your answer.
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Part 3. (40 points)

Consider an exchange economy with two households, we call them A and B. Household A is

endowed with 4 units of good 1, and household B is endowed with 4 units of good 2. Assume

the utility functions of the households are:

UA = (xA1 )2 + xA2 ,

UB = (xB1 )2 + xB2 ,

Question 3.1 (4 points)

What is an allocation in this economy? What is market allocation in this economy?

Question 3.2 (4 points)

Give the de�nition of Pareto e�cient allocation in this economy.

Question 3.3 (9 points)

Find all Pareto e�cient allocations in this economy.

Question 3.4 (5 points)

Assume now that the individual endowments have changed, but the total endowment has not

changed. Now household A is endowed with 4 units of good 1 and 4 units of good 2, and

household B has no endowment. Find all Pareto e�cient allocations in this "new" economy.

For all the following questions, consider the original endowments: household A is endowed with

4 units of good 1, and household B is endowed with 4 units of good 2.

Question 3.5 (6 points)

Find one allocation that maximizes the Purely Utilitarian welfare criterion.

Question 3.6 (6 points)

Is it true that in this economy in all competitive equilibria the allocation is Pareto e�cient?

Brie�y justify your answer.

Question 3.7 (6 points)

Find the contract curve.


